VALVES FOR
HYDROPOWER PLANTS

The company
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Company ADAMS Switzerland

Company ADAMS Switzerland

Safety for hydropower plants from the Grison in the Swiss Alps

Quality and innovation – An investment for the future

Hydropower makes an indispensable contribution to safe, environment friendly generation of electric
power. The fate of both today‘s world and of the future depends on having a secure energy supply from
hydropower plants that are dependable and operational at all times. Analogous to other new sources
like wind and solar power, pumped-storage plants are growing in significance as a reliable, swift source
of energy with a large storage potential.

Even after more than three decades of our company’s history, we continue to focus on quality, attention to
detail, implementing new materials and procedures, and developing new products. Additional plants and
investments in production equipment enable us not only to grow in quality, but also in quantity, as well as
to continue expanding our range of products and services in order to meet the needs of today‘s world.

Safety remains in the foreground when it comes to hydropower plants. Valves and shut-off equipment that
are dependable and durable play a vital role to that end. Since 1979, we have been developing, building
and examining a product line featuring valves and shut-off equipment tailored to customer needs for hydropower plants. Over that time, our products have been installed all over the world and demonstrated their
reliability on a daily basis over the course of decades.

The success of ADAMS Schweiz AG is based on proven Swiss values – Quality, innovation, flexibility and
outstanding service.

The Prättigau Valley in the Grison is exemplary for the close expertise our hydropower specialists have to
the specific requirements pertaining to hydropower plants in alpine areas. Whether the project involves
producing new valves or modifying existing ones: We develop complete, individualised solutions optimally
tailored to the customer‘s operational requirements and the hydro plant‘s design.

Continuity and competence
As a family-owned SME company, we have grown over the past decades to become a competence centre
for developing and producing shut-off equipment for hydropower plants. Our internationally renowned
company is a member of the globally active ADAMS Group, with a total of more than 400 employees and
production sites in Switzerland, Germany and the USA.
Our vast experience means we are also in high demand for repairing and inspecting existing shut-off
equipment. Our service covers the entire spectrum for inspecting valves from the widest variety of manufacturers, irrespective of age, model and application site.

Our site in Serneus.
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Products Overview

Products Overview

Comprehensive safety for hydropower plants

Accessories

The hydropower programme at ADAMS covers all needs for hydropower plant shut-off equipment and valves.
From penstock- and turbine protection to environment friendly water discharge – our products deliver
the highest level of safety and absolute reliability, guaranteeing a tight seal even in extremely challenging
applications.

Based on the plant‘s requirements, we‘ll provide the right accessories, such as air supply and ventilation
valves, overspeed detectors, bypass lines, spools as well as axial piston valves and needle valves.

Control and instrumentation
Butterfly valves
Be it at the intake, in the headrace line, at the start of the penstock to protect against rupture or securing
a turbine against over-rev: Our butterfly valves are optimally suited to critical situations and stand out due
to their performance and low pressure loss with absolute impenetrability in all operating conditions.

We develop and implement the instrumentation and control technology for our valves based on state of the
art technology in collaboration with renowned hydraulics specialists to meet operational needs matched to
the respective control systems.

Service and support
Spherical valves
When operating under high pressure – for example at turbines and pumps – our valves constitute excellent
safety and shut-off equipment. They close automatically and, thanks to their two mobile, water hydraulicallycontrolled seal rings, it is possible to perform maintenance work without emptying the penstock..

Hollow jet cone valves
Our hollow jet cone valves have proven themselves invaluable tools in hydropower plants and irrigation
dams. They ensure regular and environment friendly release of water downstream or into a tailwater
reservoir. The water is simultaneously enriched with oxygen in this process. The high quality structure
facilitates cavitation- and vibration-free energy dissipation..

Pressure Relief Valvesl
Pressure Relief Valves are used to prevent mechanical over-rev and a high increase in pressure when there
are short closing times on turbine inlet nozzles or turbine guide vanes.

In addition to the actual construction of new installations, our engineering and service team is at your
service for planning, assembling and commissioning new and existing installations as well. Modifications
and inspections comprise additional ADAMS fields of expertise. Our ISO 9001-certified quality assurance
system guarantees the functionality and safety of our products and services.
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Products Shut-off and butterfly valves

SHUT-OFF AND BUTTERFLY VALVES

SPHERICAL VALVES

Comprehensive safety

Reliability at highest operating pressure

ADAMS shut-off and butterfly valves are suitable
for use as safety equipment in emergency shut-off
situations and deliver absolute reliability in case of
a penstock rupture as well as a turbine guard gainst
over-rev. They deliver seal tightness, even in critical
situations. The valves are welded constructions
using high quality steel, or in some cases made of
forged steel.

Spherical valves are used as safety and shut-off
equipment for turbines and pumps in conditions
under high operating pressure. They close automatically without outside energy; in emergency cases,
even against unidirectional pressure at maximum
flow rate. ADAMS spherical valves are welded constructions or forged using high quality steels. They
generally have two sealing systems. The inspection
seal ring facilitates maintenance work without having
to empty the pressure line. The operating seal ring –
taking the place of a bypass – is also used for filling
the turbine housing.

Discs moulded to match flow direction mean there
is minimal pressure loss. Both single- and doubledecker (bi-plane) structures are used, depending on
nominal diameter and operating pressure. Stainless
steel sealing strips in combination with replaceable
valve seals guarantee seal in all operating situations.
The self-lubricating bearings are maintenance-free,
the bearing seals can be replaced from the outside.
The hydraulic servo drive and counterweight are
flanged directly to the valve housing and do not
require any additional anchoring. End position
dampening equipment facilitates optimum closing
characteristics to prevent water hammering in
conduits.

Facts & Figures
Nominal diameters
DN200/8“ to DN 4‘200/168“
Pressure stages
PN2 to PN30, depending on the nominal diameter
Valves designed according to international
standards
DIN EN, ISO, ANSI, ASME, MSS, AFNOR, GOST
Operation
–– Closure with counterweight, hydraulic or
electric
–– Electric or hydraulic opening
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Products Spherical Valves

The spherical valve can be opened and closed via
weight, feed water or oil hydraulics. The feed water
for actuating the gaskets is sourced from the penstock and fed to the hydraulic control system via
suitable filters.
The hydraulic servo drive and the counterweight
are flanged directly onto the valve body and do
not require any additional anchoring. End position
dampening equipment facilitates optimum closing
characteristics to prevent from water hammering.

The control system is designed such that it is not
possible to actuate the spherical valves when the
gaskets are under pressure or only partially in position. Sealable latching bolts additionally render it
impossible for the sphere to move while performing
maintenance work.

Facts & Figures
Nominal diameters
DN200/8“ to DN 2700/ 108“
Pressure stages
PN10 to PN160, depending on the
nominal diameter
Valves designed according to international
standards
DIN EN, ISO, ANSI, ASME, MSS, AFNOR, GOST
Operation
–– Closure with weight, feed water or
oil hydraulics
–– Opening with feed water or oil hydraulics
Operation of seal rings
–– Closing and opening via filtered feed water
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Products Hollow jet valves
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Products Pressure relief valve

HOLLOW JET VALVES

Pressure relief valve

For environment friendly discharge

Pressure control in the event
of turbine shutdown

In hydropower plants, irrigation dams, compensating reservoirs or detention reservoirs, hollow jet
valves are used for environment friendly discharge
of water downstream or into a tailwater pool while
simultaneously enriching the water with oxygen.

At hydraulic power plants where short closing times
are needed on turbine guide vanes and jets due to
technical reasons, pressure relief valves are integrated into lines in order to hinder mechanical overrev and excessive pressure increase.

The hollow jet valves made from high quality steel
in combination with a elastic/metal seal and integrated jet deflector facilitate cavitation- and vibration-free energy dissipation. Electric and hydraulic
operation allow excellent control performance. Electric heaters for use in cold climates and other specific customer requirements can be implemented.

When a stop command is sent to the turbines, they
open immediately and simultaneously and – as a bypass – re-route the corresponding volume of water
directly into the tailwater pool. Then the pressure
relief valve is closed for the predefined time frame.

The control system can be designed such that the
control room can recognise the cylinder‘s position
at all times. This allows a precise control of the
discharge volume.

Facts & Figures
Facts & Figures
Nominal diameters
DN200/8“ to DN 3‘500/140“
Pressure stages
PN2 to PN30, depending on the nominal diameter
Valves designed according to international
standards
DIN EN, ISO, ANSI, ASME, MSS, AFNOR, GOST
Operation
–– Closing and opening, electrically or via
oil hydraulics

Pressure relief valves are built as a poppet seat
valves with an opening tendency and hydraulic
drive. The optimal form for the water-guidance components is crucial for operation that is as free from
cavitation and vibration as possible.
Housing and inlet elbow are made from high quality
steel, while the gaskets and the pistons are made
from stainless material.

Nominal diameters
DN200/8“ to DN 2‘000/78“
Pressure stages
Up to PN63 depending on the nominal diameter
Valves designed according to international
standards
DIN EN, ISO, ANSI, ASME, MSS, AFNOR, GOST
Operation
–– Closing and opening oleo-hydraulically via a pilot
valve. Pressure oil comes, whenever possible,
from the turbine control system

Accessories
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Accessories

Pipe Spool

Accessories
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Axial piston valves and gate valves
Upstream and downstream pipe spools are equipped with manhole
entries as well as drainage, ventilation and connection flanges.

Axial piston valves are the optimal solution for controlled pipe filling,
even under extremely high pressure, and can also be used as a control
valve for starting up pumps. Made of stainless steel, they are characterised by their longevity and high level of availability. The interrupted
water jet and bent position prevent a wash out of the corrosion protection in the area of the water jet inlet. Operation is done either wateror oilhydraulically via an electronic positioner. Additionally, the axial
piston‘s position is visually displayed on a scale.

Depending on the concept, intermediate tubes or dismounting- or
adapter flanges may be necessary. They can be equipped with flange
adapters and dismounting flanges according to customer requirements.

Gate valves are ideal as hand-operated shut-off valves under low pressure. Based on the specific requirements, gate valves can be provided
in stainless steel.

Bypass
A bypass takes on an important function as a filling line or for pressure
equalisation. Its design and concept represent challenging tasks for
which we are very well equipped. We collaborate with customers to
produce the right solution for decade-long safe operation.

Overspeed detectors
Adams overspeed detectors stand out due to their compact structure
and are made from high quality stainless steel. The proven function
principle secures availability at all times as a mechanical trigger in the
event of a penstock rupture. The trigger is configured via weights and
the size of the impact plate found in the current.

In most cases a bypass is made of stainless steel and other high quality
materials and comprises multiple components, which will be described
in more detail in the following.
.

The trigger signal can be transmitted via an electric contact as well as
via a hydraulic valve. The latter facilitates triggering even in the event of
power loss.

Pipes, elbows and connection flanges
The bypass concept determines the design and form of pipes, elbows and
their connection flanges. All of these parts are produced in our own
workshop, and then delivered ready for assembly to the construction site.
Ventilation valvese

Ventilation valves are generally used for ventilating pressure lines and
are designed and constructed as ball vales or plate valves.

Needle valves
For high flow rates and pressures, needle valves are used for bypass
lines. Operation can be performed manually, hydraulically or electrically.

Control and instrumentation

Control and
instrumentation

Hydraulics and control systems
For valve operation, we design, build and install hydraulics and control systems to operate systems and
parts. The control systems are designed to match the plant‘s requirements and can be actuated using feed
water, hydraulic oil or weight. Potential combinations include closing via weight / opening via hydraulic oil,
closing via water / opening via hydraulic oil or pure water (closing and opening with water).
Depending on operating conditions and requirements, there can be additional components such as sand
settling tanks, filters, hydraulics systems, bubble storage, indicator boards, control cabinets and terminal
boxes as part of the equipment we design and provide.
The customer‘s operational requirements constitute the foundation for designing the hydraulics and control
systems. Our many years of collaboration with selected hydraulic specialists ensure that the system will meet
the highest demands when it comes to both technology and quality. If requested and feasible, components
according customer specifications, like sliding gate valves, limit switches, etc., can also be implemented.
Integrating hydraulics and control systems into an existing plant is also one of our core competences, be it,
to name but a few examples, modification work on an indication board or remodelling an existing control
cabinet.
A control system also includes the implementation of expert pipework, executed by our own specialists.
Quality pipework stands out due to being easy to understand and by their optimal appearance. Great
emphasis is given to this aspect throughout the design process of the valves.
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Service and support

Service and support
Experience on site and in the workshop
Decades of working with hydropower plants has turned Adams into a specialist in this field. Our project
managers, engineers and technicians know the particularities of the widest variety of valves and are familiar
with the operating conditions at hydropower plants. This experience made us a partner of choice for assembly,
installation and service work.

Assembly and commissioning
Our project managers and engineers ensure professional and seamless mounting and installation work.
It all starts right from the preparation stage and covers the entire project process, including manufacturing,
factory acceptance, transportation, installation, commissioning and, finally, handover to the operator.

Inspections, maintenance and modifications
Depending on the task, work is performed on-site or the valve is dismounted professionally and sent to
the Adams factory using an appropriate transportation method. When performing inspections, parts are
cleaned, tested (e.g. tear audit, ultrasound test), repaired, prepared or replaced.
The scope of repair and preparation work is discussed and negotiated jointly with the customer while taking
inventory.
After completing anti-corrosion and coating work, the valve is put together and its function and seal are
tested. After successful customer acceptance, the inspected and examined valve is re-installed by our
technicians on-site and placed back into operation.

Consulting & documentation
We are happy to share our knowledge we have gathered over the course of decades with our customers.
Our engineers and project managers are in high demand. This is especially the case for complex projects
where professional preparation constitutes efficient and economical planning and execution of a project.
While a project is being executed, drawings, documents, instructions and protocols are produced within
the scope of our ISO 9001 quality management system and according to the customer‘s guidelines. This
covers the entire execution time frame and is concluded when the system is successfully handed over to
the operator.
Drawings and sketches are produced according to the most recent 3D CAD standards. This creates an image
of the valve planning that is as realistic as possible right in the project phase and also accounts for the
requirements of spatial representation.
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Photo gallery

Photo gallery

Assembly at factory

Test bench

Spherical valve inspection

Site Installation (Lünersee)

Site Installation (La Bätiaz)

Transportation via funicular

Transportation via flat bed trailer
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Disassembly for inspection

Transportation in mountain region

Sales office
ADAMS Schweiz AG
Austrasse 49
CH-8045 Zürich
sales@adams-armaturen.ch
Telephone +41 (0)44 461 54 15
Fax +41 (0)44 461 50 20

Head office + factory
ADAMS Schweiz AG
Badstrasse 11
CH-7249 Serneus-Klosters
info@adams-armaturen.ch
Telephone +41 (0)81 410 22 22
Fax +41 (0)81 410 22 29

www.adams-armaturen.ch

